Deloitte CloudERP for SAP®
Powered by HPE GreenLake
As IT needs accelerate, retain security, privacy, and
control in a flexible, purpose-built environment
For many large-scale users of SAP, on-premises implementation remains the preferred
approach because of the control, data gravity, and security it offers. At the same time,
the scalability and cost flexibility of cloud beckons. For today’s Kinetic EnterpriseTM,
there’s a better way—one that is built to evolve, combines the best of each architecture,
and provides predictable/transparent costs.
When you configure SAP in a private cloud environment that remains rooted in infrastructure
you own, you can still approach it on a pay-as-you-go basis and scale up or down as
your requirements change. You retain control and you always know where your secure
data is located. To reap performance advantages, organizations that have large computing
demands and limited IT staffs—such as those in the utilities, retail, and consumer
industries—should consider a purpose-built environment to run SAP in this manner.
That’s where HPE GreenLake comes in. HPE provides a secure, infrastructure-as-a-service
(IaaS) environment, created to deliver benefits of scale and security at a fraction of the
cost of maintaining and managing on-premises infrastructure or moving massive, sensitive
workloads to public cloud. Paired with Deloitte’s transformation, implementation, and change
management capabilities, the result is a solution that’s as simple to use as it is powerful.

Keeping home office functions at
home—with the power of the cloud
The flexibility of cloud is easy to appreciate. But that doesn’t mean your enterprise management needs
belong in a public cloud environment. To preserve control and security, Deloitte SAP Private Cloud
leverages HPE’s GreenLake for SAP HANA® offering with Deloitte’s SAP and non-SAP Cloud services
to deliver simple, pay-as-you-go, IT ops that support robust, real-time use of data and analytics.
Deployed as a service, Deloitte CloudERP for SAP powered by HPE GreenLake is a turnkey offering with
major benefits of cost savings and flexibility. If you haven’t—or can’t—move data to a
public cloud environment because of volume, security, or both, this solution offers SAP’s familiar
environment for enterprise management, with the scalability and cost flexibility you may have thought
possible only on public cloud.
By combining the performance of SAP with the flexibility and security of Deloitte and HPE cloud management,
Deloitte CloudERP for SAP powered by HPE GreenLake delivers functionality
that helps you address a variety of challenges.
Low latency with no egress costs
Cloud-like experience on-prem or co-lo
Less intensive IT ops
Support for expanded self-service
Deloitte cloud and application
managed services

Deloitte’s industry solutions tailored for
specific industry requirements including
core finance, logistics, and OTC.
Consumer core for SAP S/4HANA®, an
affordable, practical solution focused
on the core business processes most
critical for consumer companies, plus
addressing specific performance,
customer, and regulatory requirements

What is Deloitte CloudERP for SAP?
By using Deloitte’s proven, industry-leading accelerators, this solution offers a faster
way to initiate a deployment. It’s based on leading practices that have helped many
organizations build best-in-class ERP solutions across consumer, financial services,
automotive, and utilities companies as well as technology, media, and telecommunication;
life sciences and health care; and energy, resources, and industrial organizations.
Companies in these and other industries can make the most of this managed
approach to CloudERP because we empower them with our end-to-end focus on
implementation, migration, operation, software licenses, and infrastructure.

Flexibility that’s built in from the start
Deloitte CloudERP for SAP powered by HPE GreenLake is a key element of what Deloitte calls the
Kinetic Enterprise—a dynamic approach that facilitates change instead of trying to hold it back. A
data architecture that’s “built to last” may sound good, but the needs of the enterprise aren’t static.
They evolve. The Kinetic Enterprise gives your organization a dynamic foundation that will adapt and
change with your needs. Its four pillars capture the ingredients necessary to make that happen:
Intelligent. It leverages digital platform
and intelligent technologies to take
advantage of human potential.

Clean. It addresses absolute minimum
business and technical debt—the biggest
limiting factors to prevent agility.

Responsive. It uses the cloud to the fullest
extent, so you aren’t burdened by data
centers or huge capital expenditures.

Inclusive. It understands that “data is the
new oil” and incorporates all data, from
relational data to IOT, experience, and
unstructured information.
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In deploying Deloitte CloudERP for SAP, organizations have a range of options that let them shape
the benefits they realize and the control they retain according to their unique needs.
These deployment
options include:
IaaS

Business value simplified
by Deloitte CloudERP for SAP

Infrastructure-as-a-Service

SaaS
Software-as-a-Service

Concierge
Including transform,
operate, and innovate

Infrastructure | IAAS

Pay-as-you-go to consume
infrastructure-as-a-service

Software licenses and
manged services | SAAS
Pay-as-you-go to consume
software-as-a-service

Implementation services
and operate to
innovate | CONCIERGE
Pay-as-you-go to
transform, operate, and
innovate on demand

Deploying tailored SAP solutions can activate leading practices across your enterprise, including
end-to-end finance operations and reporting, procurement and supply chain, warehouse
management, and customer experience and workforce.

Deloitte and HPE GreenLake:
An environment where SAP can thrive
Our joint approach helps you optimize your IT environment based on your unique
technical, business, security, and governance considerations. HPE’s GreenLake
Infrastructure-as-a-Service means you can enjoy the same flexible cloud experience
for on-premises and cloud workloads while maintaining the security, privacy, and
compliance benefits that come with a private cloud environment. We’ve combined
these advantages with our best-in-class cyber security expertise to create a flexible
solution for enterprises to leverage the power of SAP more effectively.
Handling cloud transformation this way can help cut up-front acquisition and upgrade
costs as well as operational and provisioning costs. Plus, it permits efficient colocation—housing servers you own in either an onsite or shared offsite facility with
pay-as you-go pricing structures in which companies pay only for the capacity they
use. Using SAP in this environment lets you start realizing benefits right away—
including significant reductions in infrastructure and deployment costs.

Taking control of costs
In addition to its functional advantages, Deloitte CloudERP for SAP gives you a predictable
and transparent pricing model with the flexibility to continue innovation throughout
your transformational journey. In the place of what you have to keep track of now, you’ll
receive a single, predictable monthly invoice that helps you improve financial planning
and control. You can schedule payments to begin once you are live with the application
and establish payment timelines that align with your yearly budget requirements.

Licensing/resell cost
Implementation cost
Operation cost

Predictable invoice

Benefits you can see and measure
The SAP cloud offering on HPE GreenLake provides substantial cost savings in a pay-as-you go scalable
model. Our dedicated private cloud offering provides clients real-time observability, application
performance management, and a security operations platform with unlimited cardinality, full fidelity
traces with Open Telemetry standards for your applications, reliability, availability, stability, and security.
Using HPE GreenLake consumption-based services translates into measurable benefits, including:

75%

faster time
to market

30 to 40%

An 85%

capital expenditure
savings

reduction in
unplanned
downtime

40%

savings of IT
resources

When SAP is powered jointly on cloud by Deloitte and HPE GreenLake, the benefits include:
Speed to value

Flexibility and agility

No up-front investment

Consistent, non-disruptive service

Lower cost of operations
with reduced IT costs

Continuous innovation
Reduced operational risk

Accelerate your possible
with Deloitte and HPE
Are you ready to bring your operational
stakeholders the full benefits of secure, up-tothe-minute performance analytics and enterprisewide control—while bringing your organization
the benefits of control and cost management?
HPE is the largest provider of on-premises SAP
infrastructure. And at every step along your cloud
journey, Deloitte can bring the right mix of HPEcertified talent, end-to-end cloud capabilities, and
technical relationships to help you unlock the
possible within your enterprise. Together, Deloitte
and HPE have deep experience architecting,
designing, and operating S/4HANA on cloud
platforms, with SAP certifications that meet the
necessary infrastructure, security, network, and
application requirements. The partnership is an SAP
Qualified Partner-Packaged Solution, winner of the
2020 SAP Pinnacle Awards for S/4HANA Partner of
the Year and S/4HANA Cloud Partner of the year.

With Deloitte, hybrid cloud is much more than
moving data from one platform to another. It
is an opportunity to couple the transformative
power of cloud with the security of core
systems and the nimble responsiveness of
edge computing to create a catalyst for growth
and innovation that drives better business
outcomes and produces sustainable ROI.

Bottom line:
Hybrid cloud is the pathway to envision
your unique possible and make it a
reality. By working together, we can
help solve your biggest challenges,
accelerate time to value, and deliver
outcomes to support your business.

Ready to get started?
Right sizing a CloudERP solution for your organization should be uncomplicated, which is
why we offer cost-effective, easy to deploy options available in “small, medium, and large”
sizes that start with the same core functions and add additional ones as appropriate:

Small
(up to 100 users)
INCLUDES
• SAP S/4HANA® Central Finance
• SAP S/4HANA Order to Cash
• SAP S/4HANA Logistics
and Supply Chain
• SAP S/4HANA Manufacturing
• SAP Business Partners
• Production Planning
and Control
• SAP S/4HANA Sourcing
and Procurement

Medium
(up to 200 users)
INCLUDES
All “small” services
PLUS
• Logistics execution

Large
(up to 500 users)
INCLUDES
All services in “small”
and “medium”
PLUS
• Controlling
• Enterprise controlling
• Financial supply chain
management
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